STATE COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING
VARUN MARG, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI – 110024


Date: 26-10-09

To

The Add. DE Schools
Directorate of Education
Old Secretariat.

Sub: Intimation regarding non reporting of teachers during 2nd Phase of Teachers Development Programme – Request for Uploading Reminder on DoE website in continuation to this office circular dated 12-10-09 already got uploaded well in time.

Madam,

The 2nd phase of the Cascade Training Programme in English for PGTs and TGTs of the DOE schools has been started from today i.e. 26th-30th Oct’09, from 8.00am to 3.00pm. During monitoring of various centres & as per feedback back received from Mentors & MTs of this programme, it is found that just 20 to 30% have turned up at the concerned venues despite uploading of concerned circular on 12-10-09 at DoE website for information & necessary action of the all concerned.

As the conduction of above programme will not only involve lot of expenditure and manpower of SCERT Delhi, DoE & British Council but also will affect the agreement executed between DoE & British Council.

In view of the above, it is requested to kindly upload the contents of this letter on DoE website that all DDEs, EOs & Principals of the concerned participants should ensure their participation in the above stated programme at concerned allotted venues where they have attended the 1st phase of the cascade training programme and no request for change of centre will be entertained with the directions that failure to compliance of the above stated directions will be viewed seriously by authorities at Directorate of Education, GNCT of Delhi.

This issues with the prior approval of the Pr.Secretary (Education), DoE, GNCT of Delhi.

Yours faithfully,

(Dr. Pratibha Sharma)
Joint Director

Copy to:

1. PS to Pr.Secretary (Education)/Director (Education), DoE, GNCT of Delhi.
2. Dr. Suman Rekha, Asstt. Director of Education (School), DoE, GNCTD.
4. PA to Director/Addl. Director/Jt. Director/Secretary, SCERT Delhi.
5. Dr. Anamika Singh, Sr. Lecturer/Ms. Sheelu Mary Alex, Lecturer, SCERT.